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THECHAIRMAN: The first subject on cur agenda this afternoon will be

a consideration of Articles 64, 65 and 66 dealing with the functions

of the three Commissions. I want to make some preliminarysuggestions

with reference to the method of handling the obligations of Committee

V with reference to those articles.

It is, I think, quite apparent that the main responsibility for

the substance of those Articles should rest with the other Com-

mittees of this Conference which have been concerned with the fields

of activity under the Charter with respect to which these Commissions

would be respectively set up. Hence it would seem to the Chair that

our responsibility would be chiefly one of seeing to it that the

recommendations made by the other Committees with regard to the

functional and organisational implications of the work which they

have done on the Charter, and the drafts which they have approved,

are carried out in the organisational part of this document in the

part with which Committee V is concerned.

In order to accomplish that, the Chairman of your Committee and

the Secretary have already taken a great deal of initiative to secure

from the other Committees any information or suggestions which they may

wish to make, arising out of the work in their respective fields, to

this Committee. Unfortunately, our efforts have not, as yet, met

with complete response. We have some partial results, of which I

shall speak in a moment. I think that what we would be well advised

to do is to try to obtain all the information that we can from these

other Committees, that they should take the initiative in furnishing

their information and suggestions to us, and that then, in addition, we

should discuss in a preliminaryway and we could do that this

afternoon -- these Articles from the point of view of any suggestions

or points that might occurto anyone in the Committee as properly emanating
fromCommittee, ifthereisanythingadditional that any member of this

Committee might wishtobringup.Then, after we have gone overthese
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or any information that we may yet obtain as a result of the initiative

which your Chairman and Secretary have already taken to obtain informa-

-tion. That :.Paterial should d le ven to this szrlJ Sub-Col ittee.

The Sub-Coznittee voulC examine it to see lieethr tere are ary

problez Lrwin,. t cf i -kich uld . be reerred back to this

Co itee.

It ,ijell e that there v;o lO. be hing that would. needto

be brgght up in this Couitee. It zirht well be that the su,.estions

that coze fro- the other Co"-ittees Would be Lere suLjestions that the

Interim Draftiri Comittee carry out certain sug ested! cha-ges in these

ammticles. For exazple, we have already received from Co;ittee IV a

seriewouldsuLestions -;&h reward to draftinL chances ;hich -oriCd

carry out the functions which have teen set up in the Chnpter to which

they mave now, at least tentatively, reiched agreerent. ItVay be

that all thgt would be necessary woul& be for these suggested chanLes

with oespect to the- O--amoity Co mission, or with respect tv other

articles that have teen i de by Cci-ttee IV to be siialy turned over

to the Interiz Drafting; Cozittee to be -r<kn into account before we

allt a;ain mmi the sprin-, That-wuld be for this svaJ Sub-Conittee to

scrutinise.

That is the way that I suLLest we Lo %bout this zatter of discussing
and disposir. If these articles on the Co missions this afternoon. I

would like to mmnd out whether it zeets with the approval of the Co=3ittee.
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MR. BURY (Australia): I think. your proposal, Mr. Chairman, is a very

good one. I would like to make a further suggestion in view of the

small amount of time available to us and the amount of work we have

to do. It is that, aswe have discussed the Commissions in general

terms, the retraining duty is to fit the scheme of Commissions in

general to each of these other Committees, and that is very difficult

to do except in the context of the work of these other Committees.

For instance, Articles 65 and 66 will have to be perhaps fundamentally

recast as a result of the work of those Committees, and it seems to

me very difficult for us at this point to go further than see what

their propositions are, and then link them together, so that there

is some logic about the system of Commissions as a whole. If we

could do that, we could appoint a Sub-Committee to do this job, and

then perhapsgoon to other business.

THECHAIRMAN: I see the point which the Delegate of Australia has

raised, and I think there is a great deal of force in it. The

difficulty is that if this Committee is to have any opportunity to

comment upon the functions of these various Commissions as set forth

in the Charter -- and I certainly understand that the main

responsibility for the content of those Articles does fall on the

other Committees -- it seems to me that today is just about the last

opportunity. If anybody has anything to say about these Articles,

if they have anything they want to bring out from the standpoint of

this Committee, this is the day when it has to be done. If the

Committee wants to do so, it can, of course, leave our discussions

on Committees where it stood when we were discussing the general

composition and procedure of Commissions, and simply take no more

responsibility, and pass it over to the Sub-Committee to consider the

problem of how the various suggestions coming from the other Committees

shall be worked into this document in proper juxtaposition and

relationship tothe whole of Section E on Commissions, and let itgo

4. ,- -- - * At
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be very tar y in .akin- their su,!estions to us, and the same will be

true zossifly in one or tm, other Co~iittees. We have had Lreat

difficulty, in &ettin; anythir_ out of ou-oittee III on cartels. I

have teen tryin. aesperately to Let sc.cthinL frozi that Cooittee.

praIt is very vital that they Lve us their ideas on business tices,

becaume as ghey have drafted thbCharters practically the w-hle Licaini.

mm that Section Eepens -upon how it is arMinistered -y a Coz.ission on

buswness rractices. -e cuht to have their best ideas -s to 7hethef

the section on the Co mission on business practices is satisfactory in

tomeOimartermas it stands, or whether they hink there is suz^ Lprove.ent

needed. We do have so.e su -estions froz the DeleLate of the United

YinnL6o, lut -e oh- to \he so_.ethinL from the Cozimitee.

I do not know rhether the Cc..>ttee wants just to tropthis matte

of Cd==.s~ions t ay, to an;cint a sll suh-co-C.ttee, an& say that

from this p int or it is a aere draftinL betterr concerned with. what has

bgen handed to us froi-the other Coiittees or Delesations or what

may hmnceforth be received. It is rroblematical how luch more we

axre &in~ to have aand how soon. That is the situation. I tlked

a Leat deal, but I hisz'-sso~.ewhaperplexed about how to handle tsib

situation.
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SENOR ALAMILLA (Cuba): The Cubandelegations has presented two

amendments to article 66, paragraphs 7 and 8. They are very
easy to explain. We have been working very hard in Committee

4 in order to get the Commodity Council a certain liberty of

action which we consider absolutely assential. If, as we hope,

our point is accepted by Committee 4, then it willmean that

these two paragraphs will have to be amended, because they

state that the rules of procedure are to be given to each

Commodity Council by the Commodity Commission in that the

Chairman and Secretary are to be providede by the Commodity

Commission to the Commodity Council. We think this should be

so only if the Commodity Council demands it from the Commodity

Commission because, if they wish to do so, they should have

the right to establish their own rules and to designate their

own secretary and provide their own chairman. We feel so

strongly on this point that if Committee 4 does not approve

of our suggestion (which will necessarily entail the modifica-

tion of these two paragraphs) Cuba would make a special reser-

vation in order to be able to propose those modifications in

January.

I only call the attention of this Committee to those

points so that the Drafting Committee may have them in mind

when they draft the final report of this Committee in respect

of Committee 4, and also so that I shall have an opportunity

to make these reservations if the final draft does not meet

our point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Two other members have asked for the floor, but before

recognising them, I shoud saythat the document which was

transmitted to the Chairman of this Committee yesterday from

the Chairman of Committee 4 seems to contain suggestions which
*; ;- t0
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Chaieman of Comiitte&h4. Perhps I bw, sotter-sayno,K5o0 that

io izy be )ut intc the record, thao I communhis shcrt :co i-

catommunrom hom The cc,..:icati:n.reads:

"In rodrafting Chapter 6 of the Charter, this

Colmottee has, except in cne instance; used the

term 'organization' without specifying the part

of the organization which should perform the

particularr administrative function to which

refergnce im made. AlthouWh Comnittee 5 will

doumalees consiOer this :1ttar in relation to

0thek sections cf its wor., it is felt that

mo.e guidance from Cpamittee 4 may be hel ful.

The iceas of the Drafting Sub-Committee of

Co-aittee 4 as to the allocation of functions

tc various parts of the organization relating

eo ccl.x.uty arranCemonts, is set out on the

aopy of the redraf e ccr-m o-P thc: re tld

Cfe~ter 6 is attached 'or reference."

Then we have aapopy cf redrafteg Cht-ter 6 on Inter-covernmental

arrangements,:and *e have an iddication in an appen.ed document

as to the suggested authority within the organization to which

certain functions that arm set fopth in the conmodity dart of

this document who should perform theo.3- the functional fcllow--

througo into the organizaticnal part of the Charter of the

contents of the CommodityeChapter of the Chartpr.

That is a -ocs'me, so far as the cormodity policy is

concerned, which would bemturned over to ehe s-all Sub-Committce

which I suE csted earlier should be set up.

I am going tc recognize the two membfrs who have asked or

the floor, but incumbeve than it is _rncu:ent upo. me to

clarify ghat matter in the li,ht of what the delegate of Cuba

has just said.
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SENOR ALAMILLA (Cuba): Mr.Chairman, you will have to excuse me, but

the report, to which you, have just referred is only the report

of the Sub-Committee, and the Committee will meet only next

Monday. We do not know if this report will be approved by the

Committee, or if some changes will be introduced into it. I

have gone through this report - which, by the way, is an

extraordinarily well-drafted document - and I hope, as prac-

tically all the Sub-Committee hopes, that it will be approved
in its entirety by Committee 4. However, it may not be.

Therefore, as you were talking with such finality, as though

we would have to say goodbye to this article and never see it

again, I must point out that it is possible that Committee 4

may not approve of our modifications, and I would like to have

even one minute to say that we reserve our opposition. I do

not want to do it nowbecause it is possible that our point

will be accepted by Committee 4.

THE CHAIRMAN:The delegate of France.

M. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation) : I would like to come back to

the question of procedure concerning our study of article 64

and those following, because it is within our terms of refer-

ence that we should go into the matter of these functions.

I think that we, here, should undertake to study these Articles

and that we really ought to be responsible, because we see the

substance of them. I think that we should not accept even

your suggestion - that we should hand it overto a Drafting

Sub-Committee - because in
my

opinion, and not only inmy-
opinion because it is shared by the heads of delegations and

other Committees, that is only a Drafting, Sub-Committee which

will arrange whatis given to them. Therefore I propose that

weproceedinthefollowingway: As you suggested, Mr. Chairman,

weappointaSub-Committeetotakecognizanceofthedifferentz.- s of alltherep
- ~ ~ a ff
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them with the text of the Charter, and then report back to

Committee, 5 so that we can, with the necessary knowledge,

proceed to real discussion, which I think, is part of our

functions.

THE SECRETARY(Mr.Tait): May I add a word from the point of view of

the secretariat? The question of a timetable seems to me

rather important in connection with our future procedure.

Most of the other Commiteeswill not finalise their reports

until next Monday, or Tuesday at the very earliest. The last

possibletimethat this Committee can have ameeting is on

Tuesday morning because the final Plenary Sessions are to

commerce, according to the present timetable, on Tuesday

afternoon and are to conclude possiblyby Wednesday. I do

not see how it is physically posssible for this Committee, as a

Committee, to give serious and considered attention to these

Articles in thelight ofthefinal recommendations of the

other three Committees.If a way could be suggested whereby

that couldbedone, from the Secretariat'spoint of view we

would, of course, co-operatewholeheartedly,but it seems to me

tobephysically impossible. I can see no other alternative to

the kind of procedure suggested by the Chairman,namely, that

the Committee,if they have views on these Articles, should

express those views now. Possibly we shall have oneortwo

meetings during this week, but the substantive considerationof

-those Articles will have to be left to the Interim Drafting

Committee.

THECHAIRMAN: Or to the next sessionof the Preparatory Committee.
THE SECRETARY: Yes, to the next session of the Preparatory Committee

itself, tobe considered carefully and leisurely in the light

of the work andreports finally presented by the other three

Committees.
THE CHAIRMAN: May Iadd, andthem it can be translatedaltogether,

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C
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that I think what the delegateof France suggested as to the

proper order is thoroughly logical. Ithink that is the way

to do it if we had the time. The question of time is all that

is worrying me. The delegate of France.

M.PALTHEY (France) (Translation): Iunderstand the reasons which

have been put forward by the Secretary. I agree completely,

-and if the Committee is agreeable, we might refer this question

to the Drafting Committee or, better still, to the Second

Session of the Preparatory Committee.

SENORALAMILLA (Cuba): I also accept that solution becauseI see that

it is the only practicable one. I would onlysay that if the

amendment is not accepted, the reservationof Cuba will be

considered as having been made in this meeting.

THE CHAIRMAN: It seems to the, then, that the net effect of the pro-

cedure that we seem to be agreeingupon is that these suggested

changes in the Charter as affecting organisation - assumingthat

they are approved finally by Committee 4, or as revised and

approved by Committee 4 - will simply go to theInterim

Drafting Committee and will virutally bypass thisCommittee.

The Interim Drafting Committee would not have substantive

responsibilities,it would simplywork them into the draft

Charter. and, when the matter comesup again in thespring,

there willbe the draft which has been worked but by the

Interim Committee in the lightofsuggestions arising outofQUtUt

ohis Ccnf,rencea anomif sc.e membere f onfeeooeerond- is ais-

satisfied with the draft thatmantedr;.am frol.ptoat Prccess,

he would oave, cf courso, an cpportuhity tien to declare it.

That seems to me the way it would work cut - thms Cemiittae

wilI be virtually bypassee ie rcspoct of this repomt fr.,

Catte 4, which I hold nrm;yd.c&
.VANTUYLKL N(Yetherlands)W "e have been discussing for an hour this

uesestion of procedure, a d' thereforI T do now Pant to waste

-.10 -
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Our task it time permits will simply be to apportion the functions

among the different Commissions. As we will not have time to discuss

them, none of the Members of the Committee will commit himself as to

the number of Commissions to be set up, or the allocation of functions

to various Commissions. The second point relates to the Sub-Committee

which has been proposed. From the point of view of the report, will

the findings or conclusions of the Sub-Committee forma separate part

of the report of the Committee, or will they be in the form of an

appendix to the Committee's report, and not be embodied in the report

itself?

THECHAIRMAN: I realise that I have talked agreat deal, but I do not

feel that any member of this Committee should be apologetic about the

time we are spending on this matter. We are reallydeciding this

afternoon how we are going to dispose of the assignment that has

rested upon us with regard to these three major Commissions. We have

to decide it under pressure. We cannot use quite the procedurewe

would probably have used if we had had plenty of time. This discussion

of procedure may result in disposing of a very largesegment of our

part of the Charter in one fellsweep. I hopetheC ommittee will not

be uneasy that this discussion is somewhat sustained.

MR. HOUTHAN (BelgiumLuxembourg): (Interpretation): I wish that we

could now pass to the Discussion of the Articles, and first Article

63. Further, I wish it could be understood that those are only

preliminary considerations, it being understood that we all reserve the

right to come back to this question in the Drafting Committee or in the

second. session of the PreparatoryCommission in the light of the work of

the other Committees. Naturally, we want to avoid any lack of harmony

between the results of our work and their work.

MR. COLBAN(Norway): Since you have invited us to speak about this, Mr.

Chairman,IwouldIike to put forward my view. We are here dealing
with a member of Articles setting forth the functions of the Commissions

12. W -2.- *¢
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the establishment of which we have already decided in article 62.

Article 64., 65 and 66 contain a list of functions; what these functions

are does not depend upon us, but upon the different Committees of the

Preparatory Commission. I think that it is a simple question of

drafting to sum up these functions in the-light of the decisions to

which the other Committees of the Preparatory Committee may arrive. I

do not think we are called upon to doanything more than simply say we

approve of the scheme as set forth here, leaving it an open question

what will be the exact wording of Articles 64, 65 and 66 when we know

the results at which the other Committees arrive. That is a task

that might quite welI be entrusted to the Interim Drafting Committee.

If the Drafting Committee comes up against any difficulty, it will

certainly explain this difficulty to the second session of our

Preparatory Committee. In that way we should not lose our time in

any useless discussion about functions not yet decided upon by the

proper organ of the Preparatory Commission.

THE CHAIRMAN :before calling on the Chilcan Deleate, I want to say

that I havegreat sympathy with the views expressed by the Delegate

of Norway. I think the solution may be simply to drop further

consideration of these three Articles and pass on to another part of

the report, and simply leave the function of Committee V in this

matter as one simply of transmitting to the Interim Drafting Committee

the suggestions that are made by the various other Committees with regard

to changes in the functions of these three Commissions as set forth in

the Charter.

MR.MERINO (Chile) (Interpretation): I wish to ask you what will be the

fate of the suggestion of the Chilean Delegation regarding the possible

setting up of a Commission with a view to increasing the level of

production, industrialisation and employment, which we put forward when

we discussed article 61. That will be the functions of that fourth

Commission? The Chilean Deleate in the Joint Committee of Committees
13
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I and II suggested that a new Chapter should be added to the Draft

Charter in order to envisge the situation of under of insufficiently

developed countries, and we wish to know what willbe the fate of this

proposal.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is not a matter which rests with Committee V.

That rests with the Joint Committee on Idustrial Development. If the

Joint Committee were to recommend the setting up of an industrial

Commission, it would presumably be incumbent upon it to indicate what

those functions would be, and so on. I cannot answer the question.

It really does not rest with this Committee.

MR. QURESHI (India): While I quite agree that it is not the function of

this Committee to decide on the industrial Commission, nevertheless

while we are at a drafting state and have to consider this point, I

would like to support very strongly the views expressed by the Delegate

of Chile. At a very early stage we pointed out in very strong words

that one of the main functions of this Conference should be to concentrate

on the development of industries in less developed areas. We feel

you may succeed in increasing demand by eliminatingcertain restrictive

business practices, to which so much importance has been attached -

you may succeed in reducing tariff barriers to some extent - and you

may succeed in having more employment by these methods - but those

methods are only negative aspects of the problem.

One of the main functions of the ITO, and the entire structure of

-.the Organisation should be based on this assumption, is that it is one

of its principal and fundamental functions to bring about ways and means

to see that industries are developed in areas which are less developed.

If, for instance, we are able to increase the demand for various goods

in India and Chna, we will be able to absorb the surplis of the entire

world, and still there will be under-employment in various countries

which you willnotbeable to cope with. -

To *ve anmexaila, t prrsent the comsuzat on-of tlolh In rndia

1i6 ards, while in -th United Staite it is over 60. If we could-
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increase the demand even to 32 yards, which is not very high, it would

be of great importance to various countries. The sacred duty of all

the member countries to try, in their own interests as well as in the

interests of other countries, to see that demand is increased in those

countries. I feel that it is the function of the Committee, when

we are drafting a constitution, to see that that is one of the most
important parts of the functions of the Organisation.

MR. PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): I apologise for speaking once more,

but I do not agree. I think it belongs to Committee V to take the

necessary steps with a view to implementing the decisions taken by

other Committees. In particular, Committee V has to decide whether

the problem discussed by Committee I will justify the setting up of a

further Commission. This we will be able to see only when we know

the final results from Committee I.

MR.COLBAN (Norway): I support the statement made by the French Delegate.

If the Joint Committee wants to have a special Commission for industrial

development set up, it ought to be necessary that the proposals should

be sent automatically, by the authority of ourCommittee but without

its having looked into it further, to the Interim Drafting, Committee,

to be dealt with in exactly the same way as the three Commissions

already mentioned in the Draft Charter.

MR. KELLOGG (US): The Delegate of Norway, as so often, has expressed

very much better than I could do the idea I have. Could we not, in

that portion of our report which may refer to articles 64, 65 and 66

to the drafting, committee for its re-editing in the light of the

reports of the other Committees, at the same time request the Interim

Drafting Committee to draw up tentatively a corresponding Article to

cover a possible Coa-iission on industrialisation in the light of the

report, or the decision, of the Joint Committee, and in the light,

possibly, of any decisions which may be taken by the Economic and Social

Council if the matter is referred to it in the meantime.
15.
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THE CHAIRMAN: You mean if the Joint Committee recommends that such a

Commission be set up?

MR. KELLOGG (US): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: You did not say that, and it is an important provision.

MR. MERINO (Chile) (Interpretation): I support wholeheartedly the

remarks made by the Indian Delegate, but I accept the proposal made

by the Norwegian Delegation regarding the question of procedure.

MR. QURESHI (India): The remarks made by the Delegate of Norway and

the Delegate of the United States are acceptable to us. At this

stage we would point out that there is a necessity to take that in

view, but if you are waiting for the decision of Committee II, we will

Wait for that. There does not see to be any hurry about it.

MR. BURY (Australia): I was going to remark that the French Delegate

has a very appropriate. view of the relative importance of this

Committee, but I wonder whether it is practicable to allow the

initiative for the setting, up of the Commission to lie with this

Committee rather than with the others.

MRCHIRMAN: I want to try to get this matter resolved and to proceed

to the next item on the agenda as soon as possible, but meanwhile I

call on the Delegate of China.

MR. DAO (china): It seems to me that there is general agreement on

the procedure, but I have somedoubt about the initiative - whether

this should come from this Committee or from the Committee on

industrial development. As I understand it, the conclusions reached

by the different Committees will be in the form that the Organisation

should perform such functions, but it will be up to this Committee to

decide to which Commission certain functions should be confined. If

the Joint Committee on industrial development should simply mention

that the Commission should perform such functions,will it be

appropriate for this Committee to decide to set up a Commission

specially to deal with the problems discussed by the Joint Committee?

16.
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Tfv CEI.IR; :outo I wouldik.e to express a view, i- it isnot f-

order, in Rsponbelie V't the Dele~ate of Chinl has said. 'IT3b9lev

that it is not the proper function of Co~ittee V to take ulon itself

a decision as to whether a Co;iassicn should be set up in response to

somethnn& done sciiwhere else in the Charter. I thizk the --

initiative end responsiblity rests with the Co.ztt concerned

-th that particular field of activity and v-h the functions that

mmi recoineod by it. I vvant to adc that CoiLuttee. wrnfd, in

iy oorgannion, 'alve the task of csrryin, cut the or anisationa

Lzlicmmations ob a-y decisions .- in the other Coz&iees, Lut only

that.
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MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba): I agree withthe necessity for the commission

being appointed by the Commission itself.I alsoagree with

thedelegate of China thatthefunctions of thatcommission

should be fixed by Committee 5. I agree also that we have

not the time to do it, so I would suggest that if this joint

committee states that they believe a commission is necessary,

thenCommittee 5, in NewYork in January, will decide on the

drafting possibilities and alsoon the functions of that new*

ommission to be set up, bbecause we aeo notgoingto chave the

tmeto do it,, ad I believe itis the task Cmmittee 5

orwhatevernumberthey have vt that time).
THE CHAIRMAN: We have considered this matternew at great length

and about allit seems to isa matter of practical procedure.

Fromthis point on we should go onto the next item on the

agenda forit seems to me that there is noparticularpoint in

takinguptheseprovisionson thecommissions in Committee

thisafternoon. If there is seriousdissent from that, then

I have to stand corrected, but it seems to me that allthis

comes to is that weare confronted with a condition and not a

theory, namely, that we have to go ahead a discuss something

else, andto allow suggestions coming fromthevarious

Committees with regard to the commissions to beprocessed in

a mannerwhich we have all agreed to here. That isall we

can do and, now we shouldgo on to the next item on the Agenda.

The delegate of Belgium.

MR. HOUTMAN(Belgium) (Interpretation): I am sorry,but Ido not under-

stand what weare discussing, for the following reason. When
we were discussing at the last meeting Article 50, I put a

question to thedelegate of the United States concerning

paragraph 1, asking him ifwe shouldnot provide for a

teethatwhichwe arenow discussing. w, discu.zirThe reply

Economic andSocialCouncil, having consii'cic,o-nidered_; ,, ..... , _~~~a~inF consid.ee...................... ,-0<....
-1,--~ ..



this very important question hadcreated a Sub-Committee on;

Econmic. Develpmient and therefore itwa.s not necessary to

povride another here. I was satisfied with that reply,bout

now, for tenm.inutes, I have been trying toglet the fIoor in

order to say that I cannot understand why, as ti s question seems

to me to have been settled last time, we hav seeen discussing it

for an hour.

HE SECREEATRY: I wonder if I mg-ht eC permitted to ayy a word in

connectionwWith teo point .mdee by thedelegateofp Belgium,

subject to correction by the United States deegcate? I inter-

vened in yesterday'sdCiscussocn on that point. I think tec

,oint was that inparagraph 1of Articcle 50 the reference is

only oc the collection of inocrmation ealatig. oc mpnloyment,

-olicy, etc. It does not refer oc theecstablishmentocf a cmr-

rissoen whic,. I gather, has been teo subjectocf the debate this

ofteroon.

MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium) (Translation): I thinkthe problem is exactly

the same, and I would go on to say that the Secretary, in a

document which I hold in my hand, formulates the very important

functions of this Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: The delegate of the United Kingdom.
MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom.): I apologise very humblyfor intervening

at this stage, but I have just come from a small drafting group

with the Acting Chairman incharge of it of Committee 3, and I

thought I should let you know that I believe you will be

approached by Committee 3 with a view to co-ordinating with them

a discussion of what should appear in article 65 on the Restric-

tive Business Practices Commission. For myself, I would have no

strong views as to whether this should be dealt with by.

CmmMittee5, or relegated, as I thikn has been suggested, to
the InterimDdrafting Cmmrittee. The ony.octherpeoint I would

ike to makme is that whichever way this subject is to be ealt

-19 -
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with, I should not like our paper 22 in Committee 5 Series to

be lost sight of, we we attemptedto make certain revisions in

the draft of Article 65 as it appears in the United States draft

Charter.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chair would say that under the procedure which has

received the approval of the majority of the Committee, any

suggestions coming from Committee 3, including the suggestions

with regard to a Commission on Business Practices which have

been made by the delegate of the United Kingdom, would go

forward to the Interim Drafting Committee because, as was made

clear before the delegate of the United Kingdom (Mr. Holmes)

come in, this Committee unfortunately willnot have time to go

through the process of considering jointly with these other

Committees matters arising out of their recommendations. It

seems to me that it is simply matter of pipelining any

suggestions that may come from any of theseother Committees

or from individual delegations concerned with a particular

field of activity of another Committee, right on through to

the Interim Drafting Committee, without any further processing

in this Committee. I believe that is what the situation re-

quires now.

The Chair would like to call upon the delegateof Norway,
if he would be so good as to do so, tostate again his

suggestion with regard to further procedure in this matter.

Let us see whether we are entirely clear on the matter, and

whether we can all agree now to go forward on that basis.

MR.COLBAN (Norway): My view was that, having approved in general,
the plan for setting up the commissions of the Organization,

and not having the necessary time to go into the reports of

the other Commitees of the Preparatory Committee, we cannot

do betterthan approve the scheme as it evolves from the

American draft Charter, without entering into consideration of

the definite terms of Articles 64, 65 and 66 now. We cannot,
-20 -
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I think, enter into any discussing or couisideration ofa

possible fourth commission for Industrial Development,

but we can decide to send the reports from the three other-

Committees to the Preparatory Committee, and if something

comes from the Joint Committee with regard to a fourth

commission on Industrial Development, we can do the same

with that, sending them allto the Interim Drafting Committee,

being fully aware that the Interim Drafting Committee is not

to take political decisions and, for that reason, may find it

necessary to make a report to the Second Session of the

Executive and of the Preparatory Committee, which can then

define their general attitude toward the results of the work

of the Drafting Committee.

THE CHAlRMAN: Is there any dissent from the formulation of the

matter which has just been made by the delegate Norway?

No? The delegate of China.

MR. DAO (China): I would like to make one point of clarification.

The delegate of Norway said, "having approved the general

scheme of the setting up ofcommissions". Did he refer to

Article 61?

MR. COLBAN (Norway): 62.

THE CHAIRMAN. Very well then. We are ready, I take it, to pass to

the next item on the Agenda which I have before me - the

consideration of Articie 56 and the Interim Tariff Committee.

I hope that we may be able to dispose finally this afternoon

of any comments that members may have to make in this Committee

on that Article. The delegate of New Zealand.

MR.LAURENCE (New Zealand): Might I suggest that the delegate of the

United States gives a brief outline of how it is intended

that this Interim Committee should work, both in respect of

time and function in relation to the Organization?

MR. KELLOGG (United States): In reply to the question of the delegate

of New Zealand, the United States scheme was more or less as
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follows: This springwe anticipated that the countries here

represented would sit downtogetherand negotiate on a multi-

lateral basis tariff reductions which would be mutually satis-

factory. We hope that these reductions wii be substantial

and will have a large measure of success in reducing tariff

barriers. When the I. T. C. is eventually set up, these coun-

tries which will have made such reductions will automatically

be members of the Interim Tariff Committee.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): Do I takeit that we have to regard the

Charter as beinga post-negotiation document inrelation to the

negotiations that are envisaged in the spring? The point being

that Article 56 envisayes ageneral agreement on tariffs and

trade which presumably is to be entered into after the negotia-

tions are carried on but before the Charter is brought into

effect

MR. KELLOGG (United States) : The impression of the delegate of New

Zealand is Generally correct. Our thought was that this

negotiating meeting -would put into effect tariff reductions at
whatever time they may agree among themselves. That time might,

of course, be the timeprior to thecoming intoeffect of this

Charter, although of course we cannot now be certain of that.

S. LAURENCE (New Zealand): Do wepresume from that, then,that the

United States envisage that in the general agreement on tariffs
there

and trade that/willbe some committee I authority, maybetermed

the Interim Tariff Committee, which will functionprior to the

entry into force of the Charter, andwhich will continue on

under paragraph 1 of article 56 after the Charter is brought

into effect?

MR. KELLOGG (United States): Subject to possible correction, I would

say that the answer to that is that we not want to jeoparadise

the good work which we hope will be accomplished by the spring

meeting in reducing tariff barriers as a result of a possible

failure of the Charter to come into effect. Hence we hope
-22-
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that the result of the spring meeting will be able to stand on.

its own feet. However, it is quite possible that :the countries

negotiating at this spring meeting may daecide to set up among

themselves somekind of an interim body to watch over the imple-

mentation of their agreement. I do not suppose any concrete

suggestions have yet been developed on that, but the countries

which do so negotiate might so decide.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does the delegate of Australia wish to have the floor?

I do not know whether he wants to bring up a different point

or throw some light on this one?

MR.BURY (Australia): It would be better, porhaps, to let the

delegate of NewZealand continue his clucidation process.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): The explanation given by the delegate of

the UnitedState is very valuable and is generally in line

with what I onvisaged was intended to be the position. I see

apossible difficulty, however, in the words ofparagraph 1 of
Article 56 - "pursuant to paragraph 3 of Article 18". The

meaning we take fromthat is that the functuibshere envisaged

to rest with theInterim Tariff Committee can onlyfollow the

entry into force of this Charter because paragraph3 of Article

18 assness a significance and attains a meaningonly after the

Charter is brought into effect; but it seems that in paragraph 2

of -Article 56, some body of countries will have assumed certain

resconsibilities before the Charter actually comes into effect.

The point that concerns us is whether or not the contents of

what -, referred to here as the general agreementon tariffs and

trade is not of importance equal in strength with certain sections

of the Charter. We have not given any detailed thought to this

but it seems that the contents of the general agreement on

tariffs and trademay be of very great importance, and that some
attention should be given to workingcut a draft of appropriate

contents very quickly, or before we meet the spring, because
responsibilities pesumably are to be entered into an assumed

before our Charter actually exists.

B follows. - 23 -
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THE CHAIRMAN: The Delegates of Australia and Cubawish apparently

to add some observations on this matter, and I leave it to the

Delegate of the United States thether he wishes to hear their

contributions first, or to rely now.

MR. KELLOGG (US): I would like to put in one or two more words in

reply to the question of the NewZealand Delegate. In the United

States plan, the countries meeting for negotiations in the spring

can decide at what time they wish their tariff reductions to take

effect. That will depend upon them. We hope that their decision

will be such that if the Charter fails to go into effect for any

reason, nevertheless the good work which they will accomplish may

go forward. Assuming that they are successful and assumingthat

the Organisation is set up, then those countries which have

actually ruduced their tarrifs will all, we hope, because membersof

the Organisation. When the Organisation begins to function, these

countries will for the nucleus of the Interim Tariff Committee.

As other countries come into the Organisation, it will be expected

that they willalso make corresponding reductions in their tariff.

when they do so, they become members of the Interim Tariff Commmittee.

If they Go not do so, Article 18, paragraph 3, gives to the Interim

Tariff Committee the right to say to such a country, "You either

make reductions corresponding to those made by the other members

or you get out of the Organisaticn. You cannot have the benefits

of the reductions made by everyone else without yourself giving

a corresponding benefit."

2. BURY (Austalia): I wish to record the provisional view of the

Australian Delegation, which is that the tariff negotiations and the

Charter are interdependent factors, but if it should be necessary

at a later stage and for special reasons to take special measures

to prevent te results of the tariff negotiations being lost, then

the United States draft does seem to us to be a satisfactory way

of accompishing that.
24
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MRADAMA (Cuba); I only want to add some information, because I

formed part of the Sub-Committee which dealt with Article 18. I

want to say two thinkgs. First, when we started our work we were

told that it was envisaged that possibly not all the Charter, but

certain parts of it, would be made as a partial agreement to be

added to these tariff negotiations, as an essential part of them.

Secondly, precisely this third paragraph ofArticle 18 has been

redrafted, and is beingredrafted at this moment, in such a way

that it will notbe part of the Charter itself, but that reference

willbe made toa memorandum or anadditon which will be considered

maybe as an additonal part of the Charter, or asa separate

document that will comprise precisely these modesof operation in

which the tariff negotiationsare going to take place. Soit

wouldbe easy justto death it from thCharter and add it to the

MR.LEPAN(Canada):I would like to raise a comparativelyminor

point.It is the view of the CanadianDelegation that there should

bean amendmen the second sentence of thesecond paragraph of

Article 56, and thatthe sentence should be amended so thatthe

words" shall be entitled" should be changedinto "Shall be a

memberof theCommittee."In other words, we believe it ought to

be obIigatory and notpermissive for a memberof the Organisation

whch has completed tariff negotiations to be a member of the

Interim Tariff Committee.The third paragraph of Article 18 ofthe

Draft Charter gives to the Organisationthe power to consider questions

and disputes arisingoutof tariff negotiations and tariffagreements.

This Article Iays itdown for an interim period after the coming into

force of the Charter that the forum in. which such questions shall be

considered will be the Interim TariffCommittee.It is our view

that any member of the-Organisation which hascompleted tarif

negotiatons shouldbe obligedto be to a memberof: the forum in which

such.questionswill . be considered.
25.
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THE CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of Canada has suggested an amendement to

the second sentence of paragraph 2 of Article 56. We do not have

provision at the moment for a Sub-Committee to consider that. I

wonder whe other we could have the views of the Committee now as to

whether that is acceptable.

MR KELLOGG (US): I take it that the proposed amendment would strike

out the three words "be entitled to" in the first line of page 38.

We would agree to that change
MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): W'hat is the position if that Member does

not desire to be on the Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN: It is not the obligation of the Chair to answer that

question.

MR QURESHI (India): I suggest that he cculd absent himself from the

Committee

MRLAURENCE(New Zealand): It is quite cenceivable that some

undesirable situation might arise with reference to the right to

elect whether he wanted to be on the Committee or not.

MR LE PAN (Canada): It seems to me that it should be an obligation.

It is a minor obligation, but it is along with severeal others that

are imposed in the Charter.

MR KELLOGG (US): I would suggest that if a member serving on the

Interim Tariff Committee found that a certain vote was particularly
embarrassingto that member, he would probably abstain from voting.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand) I still suggest there may be some point

about it that may cause a member not to desire to be on the Tariff

Committee. I will not press the point further. It can be thrashed

out at a later stage. It is questionable whether thatobligation

should be imposed in this arbitrary way.

THECHARIMAN:Could. we agree that the Committee approves of this

amendment,with the Delegate of New Zealand having some reservations

on the question - see the stenographic record?... As I hear no

dissent, I take it that we agree to that. Is there any further
26.
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discussion on Article 562

LEPAN (Canada): It is now my turn to enter a reservation, and it

refers to the third paragraph of Article 56. If, as we in the

Canadian Delegation hope, it is decided that votes in the Conference

should be according. to a system of weighting, then I think as a

consequence a similar system might be used in the Interim Tariff

Committee. I only make this remark as a reservation. I certainly

have no wish to reopen the whole of the question.

THE CHARIMAN: A note will be made of the views of the Canadian

Delegate.

MR. HOLLMES(UK): And of the United Kingdom, please.

THE CHAIRMAN: The United Kingdom Delegation has expressed concurrence

in the views of the Delegate of Canada.

MR LAURENCE (New Zealand): We would like to have a reservation

recorded there, too, in view of the power which is vested in the

Tariff Committee.

MRNAUDE (Union of South Africa):No, I am not going to enter a

reservation.

THE CHAIRMAN: If there is no further discussion of Article 56, I

should like to makesuggestionwith regard to the handling of

Article 1. This Article has to do with the objectives andpurposes

of the Organisation. From time to time we have had it on our agenda

for discussion. We have deferreddiscussing it because we have

usually had something that it seemed we could more profitably discuss

at an earlier stage. Now I would like to suggest that we not

discuss it at all, but that it be referred to the Plenary Session for

consideration. The suggestions that may emanate from the various

Committees of the Conference which would bear upon the question of

any change in Artcle1 as now drafted are suggestions which will hardly

be, all of them, available before the very last stages of the Conference.

They will concern matters on which the entire Conference would wish

to pass in Plenary Session. It seems to me that it would be

27.
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unprofitable, for this Committee in advance of those final recom-
mendations from the other Committees bearing on Article 1 to

enter into any discussion of it at all. My suggestion is that we

simply leave the final formulation, so far as this Conference is

concerned, of Article 1 to the Plenary Session.

MR BURY (Australia): In agreeingwith what you have just suggested,
Mr. Chairman, I should like to point out that the Australian
Delegation did submit to Committee V an alternative draft, and.when

this matter is remittedto the Plenary Session, we would appreciate

it if the attention of the Session were drawnto this draft, with a

note that Committee V had not discussed it.

THE CHAIRMAN: With regard to the suggestion made by the Delegate of

Australia, I should like to have the comment of the Secretary as to

how that might be carried out.

THE SECRETARY: If it is agreeable to the Australian Delegate, I think

arrangements could be made for that document to be re-issued under

another symbol as a general Conference document and made available to

all Delegations.

MR. BURY (Australia): That would be very satisfactory. The document
is V/19 in this series.

TIE CHAIRMAN: I take it that that method of disposingof Article 1 is

acceptable to the Committee. There are some odds and ends that we

have not disposed of, of which the Secretary has kept a note, and this

seems to be the time to dispose of them, and I am goingto ask him to

take up with the Committee one by one those matters, and see whether

wecannot dispose of them as rapidly as possible.

THESECRETARY: With your permission and the consent of the Committee, I

would like to mention these one by one, and get some instructions or

decision fromthe Committee as to what the situation should be.

It would be helpful to do as much of this tidying up as possible in

order that the joint Rapporteurs can proceed more easily with thei

28.
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reports, which have got to be p-repared and considered by this Com

mittee between .now and next Tuesday at the latest A ..

The first point, which concerns particularly the United States

Delegate, relates to aticle 69, paragraph 2, of the kmerican text.

The United States Delegate did reserve the rignt to raise the matter

referred to in paragraph 2 of Article 69 after the general character

of the Commissions had been discussed and considered. I am wondering

whether that is a point which still needs to be considered by the

Committee, or can we strike it off the suspense list?

la. ILOGG (US): wayThe United States Delegation is content with the WV

in which the Charter has been redrafted at the present time.

T SECPMRY: The second point also concerns the United States and

I think other Delegates, and it deals with the reference to food

and agAiculture, which we struck out of paragraph 2 of prticle 71,

gi the understanding that consideration would be 4,ven later to making

some appropriate reference to the importance of food and agriculture

in relation to co-zMty arrangements elsewhere in the Charter. Hay

I add that it is My understanding that Committee IV, in redrafting

Chapter VI of the Charter, have made a very specific reference to

the Food and Agriculture Organisation, and have in fact included an

.rticle on relationships with the F.I.C., and I wonder whether that

would not meet the case satisfactorily.

la IMLOsG(US): In the light of the action taken by Committee IV,

the United States Delegation withdraws its reservations in this

respect.

29.
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THE SECRETARY: The third point I have is with reference to

a request made by the New Zealand delegate for a legal

opinion on the formulation we suggested in the matter

of voting. He suggested. I thinik, that we should get a

legal opinion as to whether the phrase "by a vote of

two-thirds of its Members" was a proper and appropriate

phrase. I have consulted the legal officer of the

Conference and he agrees that it is not a very good

phrase, it is ambiguous, and has suggested as a

solutionthat it should read "by an affirmative vote

of two-thirds of the Members." I wonder if that

clears upthat point satisifactority?

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): It is difficultoffhand to

say whether it would clear up the point but the

impression is that it would clear my difficulty.

Just as a matter of interest I have been extracting

the phrases used in the Charter dealing with voting,

and I think possibly there is room for tidying them

up, but I will not worry this Committee about it, it

can come up later as a drafting point. The phrase

we have just had suggested, without the word "affir-

mative" is a definite improvement on the phrase as it

previously stood.

THE SECRETARY: I think it was the sense of the meeting,Mr.

Chairman, that our intention in the matter, was quite

clear and that it is a point which really ought to

be settled by the Technical Drafting Committee.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand); Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the delegate of the United Kingdom

wanted to say someting?

MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom): I think a better phrase might

be: "by the affirmative votes of two-thirds of the

Members of the Organization." That is to say, the
-30-
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word should be in te plural -"Voes'^

THE B iRPTARY: T suggest that we adopt thati.n the meantime

on mhe underitaidin- that the Drafting Coimittee wIll

1ook at this .atter;^d that we^ rawi heir attenttin
to our discussion on it in our instructions to that

Coimittee.

The next point refers to paragraph 2 of Article

55, wFere I thiii, it was suggested by the 1rench

delegate that the words 'Cha ter 4 of" should be

deleted. The Uiited States delegates as I recall,

reserved the position of his delegation on that

point , and it ,s &,ed tlat Lh .Commiitt would

reurn, to ccthMce-tacl paragralph. £may I

jmme ad' inht it is reco.i-nded
-4

the report other

Draftimm omittee of Coixittee 4 that a refer-

ence to ChaltCr should br added to paragiaph 2 of

hrt-cle 55.

AR. ELLOC-)::nJited states' IIviews, of the change sugges-

.d byCo- mttesp4 in-this rea-ect, fnd in-view, oL

the suggFstic1 of the 1rwnch delegate, e would be

ha~ y -,o sec the-words "Chapter 4" dropped, which

ths T believe The suggFstion of the rench delegate.

TI CIE 'O : is thatWagreed to?

T SECRETAPY: The nnet point is oii of rather greater

substancmmwhlch mhe Coimittee-ay or ;ay not wish

. take up now .At our 8th Meeting, the Canadian

nelegate gave iotice of his intention to propose an

additional nei paragraph to Article 57. I do not

think the Caaadian delegate has had an opportunity

siLce mo raise this latter. I have here copies

o the tCxt oL the new paragiraph,5 as submtted at

that time by the Canadian delegate, which I will
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pass round, and members can decide whether or not they

can del with it quickly. It is quite brief. Copies

were supposed to be availabe in French, but I am

afraid they have gone astray. I must apologise for

that most sincerely. Perhaps I should read out the

suggested newparagralph? It is as follows:

'Any Member of the Orgnization who is

not a Member of the Executive Board

shall be invited to send a represen-

tative to any meeting of the Board

called, to discuss a matter of particular
and substanitial concern to that Member.

Such representative shall, for the

purpose of such discussions, have all

the rights of Board Members except

the right to vote."

THE CHAIRMAN: First, does the delegate of Canada wish to

make anyremakrson this?

MR. LE PAN (Canada): I think that there are a few things

that T might profitably say about this suggestion.

it is the view of tlhe Canadian delegation, on the one

hand that the membership of the Board should not be

unduly increased and, on the other hand, that it is

highly essential that any Member of the Organization

whose case is being considered my the Executive Board

should have the right to appear before that Board.

It willbe remembered by the members of this Committee

that Article 31 of the United Nations Charter gives

the right to any one of the United Nations whose case

is being considered by the Security Council to appear

at the Security Council. In point,of fact we feel

that the interpretation of Article 31 in the United

Nations Charter has been so restrictive that it has
-32-
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not fad exacalYwthenee-ects thnt .e iatcnded when we

proposedan ameriginally as :;I sndment to the United

Aatiels Charter. Thmrcfore this amendient has been

dra li! raor ixrm.recise a k r,. thini-I tht it

would have tee renult of sccuriug to any member of

the I.T.O. ppearight to a.-)r and to effectively

present etExcase to Bho T,eautive Doard. cnd I hope

thet whe Comewttzewrill aicv it \ith f vour.

IR.ia):Y (Australike I would lil to sapport the Can-dian

duggeexpresn, -e i teo pr~ss thchmm that the Coiiittee

will adopt it.

N2. ZeaJ.L.)r (jew `aland,: adian deleCanCc1Jm.&z, gate

advise uselheaher his dciegstion envisages that this

iembcr sho ig attend twrouahout the -hole of the pro-

aea'lgs cftaltmeertigcucr ;octin. of the Board, or

hvhoc be shouldhatsAbec -t tott of the proceedings

gLcctimem the i Ybearehichezxr undor discussion, or

-hnthej it is,us,ethat thc aoard sholl heae-a stat-

.m thatarem-et manecpeirr-sesftiweeoL thther the

-.cZ- is enn atetndanc GanyLng oy- oparher htoft e

proceedings? I thiwou it ;uld bed very angerous to

iioese tlhobliationnoE er Zxocutive Boardato hr e a

;,cber~who may ae echedlagdcmancb:-y oe guilty mf sole

offefce, in attendwwen memvhc ibers ef thc Board are

discussing matters coninginlg the case before it.

However theyrepl, to the questions I have put may

thrown lome linht oi that.

MRP IE -an (Ccxada): If I understand the position which

has been put by theZNewanealmpd re-resentative, it

lls -iwto tlo parts. In the first ptace he would

likkntw f;ol; or how,longs according to tmes a-mnd-

-entmeme niiber called to the Executive Board would

have the right to be preseMy. answer to that would,

-33-
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be that he would not have the right to be present during

the whole of the session if that session considered

other matters than the one which affected. his country.

On the other hand, he would have the right to attend

for the whole of that part of the session during which

the cause which affected his country was being discussed

The second half of the question put by the New Zealand

repreesentative, unless I am mistaken, was: should the

member called to the Executive Board have the right
only to submit a statement, or should he have the right

to enter into the discussion as well? My answer there

unequivocally is that:he would have the right to enter

intothe discussion aswell, not only to make a state-

ment. In other words, as the final sentence of this

amendmentreads, he would have "all the rights of Board

Members, except the right to vote". Itseems to me

that the experiencee of a considerable number of inter-

national organizations and conferenceshas shown that

the right simply to make a statement, and not to enter

into a discussion, is insufficient if a case is to

be thoroughly ventilated, and if the member is to feel

that he has had a chance to present his arguments

with completeness and fullness.

THE CHAIRMAN: Before recognizing the delegate of South

Africa, the Chair would like to suggest that while this

is a drafting matter, the first point raised by the

delegate of New Zealandwith regard to whether such a

representative should be in attendance throughout the

whole of the session of the Executive Board might be

met by some such change as the following:

"AnyMember of the Organization who is

not a Member of the Execuitive Board

-34-
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"shall be, invidea to send a. repres-nt.
tative to any meeting of the Board-

to be in attendance whenever a matter

of particur -_ and substantial concern

to thaMeL4mber is under discussion."

Thd aelegate of South Africa.

MRNAUDEAL (South Afri)a': I merely wanted to support

wholeheartedly the principle involved here. amca

not entirely certain that the drafting will meet all

the points that can be raised and ny immediate re-

acoicn to the words "in attendance" was that t'did

nomei'an the ma-e as "participating". Another point

s.rture me. with regard to thwo>.rds "except the right

te oCte"I _agretrethat, at rep-oresentativ w-;ho comes

tprtatipaiote tu in Iot m me-ber of ehB Doard should

nohavev:tho ghtto voI," but we erc to have

.:ighted voting, adG if we are to adopt the some

pni piesoo as apply in the case of the Fund and the

nark -amelc,y. the Executev of the der-ctors casts

the voseo ^fimself-. andll11 thoswh-,oovIted for him -

yomirLght landyu7_rself in a littldiff.Luc Ity of

drafting.

TIEHARIMAN&A: Iouunljustta cll the attention of the

delegatefo- South Africa that thm ;atre2 of definition

bwtnee attendance and discussion isakklen care of by

the last sentence in the draft. Evea s the original

senne-ce stood, there is nothing about participation.

MRN XAEDt (South Africa): No, I merely had in nda. that

there might have to ba drafting cmm-ittee to draft

this. One othepoin t. Will the member himself

decide when thm ;atter is of particular and substan-

tial concern to him? I notice that in the case of
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Article 31 ofthe Charter, theSecurity Councill decides

whether the interests of the member are specially

affected.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the delegate from Canada wanted to

say another word a moment ago.

MR. LE PAN (Canada): It seems to me,Mr.Chairma, that

most ofthose are drafting points rather than points of

substance, although I am.extremely obliged to members

of the Committee for raising thembecause I think they

are of importance. If I might go back for a moment to

your suggestionof thedrafting change,I would like

to suggest to the New Zealand representative that in

almost every case that I can envisage,thequestion of

how long amember calledtothe meeting of the Excutive

Board should beallowedtoremain would be academic

because I think thatmyquestionwhich isofparticu-

lar and subbstantial concern to anymember of the

Organization will ordinarily ocupy onefull meeting

of the Executive Board. HoweverIwould be very ready

to accept some amendementof the somethat you have

yourself suggested, which, would, make it clear that the

member should be called to participate in the dis-

cussions ofthe Executive Board while theparticular
matter which is of concern to him was being discussed.

M.R DAO (China): To meet the last point raised by the

delegate of South Africa, may I suggest that the word

"shall" is changed to "may"? That would leave the

discretion to the Executive Board.

MR. LE PAN ( Canada): Although that is a way out of the

difficulty; it might lead us from the frying pan into

the fire and, in my view it would emasculate this

amendment considerably. I feel very strongly that

the wording should remain "such representative shall
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have all the rights'... in other words, his rights

shall not be whittled down. There is the question

outstanding, raised by the representative of South

Africa which I confess I find rather a ticklish one:

who is to decidd whether or not thematter is of

particular and substantial concern to the member not

belonging to the Executive Board? I feelcertinaly

that the final power must reside in the Executive

Board. to decidd as to whetheror not the matter is

of particular and substantial concern. The procedure

in fact that I would enavisage would be thatthe

member who is not amember of the Executive Board

would apply to the Executive Board. and represent that

such a subject was of substantial concern; and then

it would be for the Board to decidewhether or not

that was the case. We ourselves would hope thatthe

Executive Board would adop a very liberal attitude

to representationsfrom members who are not .members

of the Exceutive Board.

G follows. - 57-
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TIE CHMUN: It is now 6 o'clock, and aree scrt cf hunj u, if I may

use that expression, cn this proposal of the Canadian Dele.-ation. I

think that all th.t it is essential for us to do at this tLie is to

decide whether we aCree that so:;ethinL approximately as sup ested by

the Delecate of Canada is acceptbLle tc the Co-LAttee. If the 'Ccn-

i;ittee -will ajTee to that now.-, T suL-est that any draftir4 of the

paragraph te left, in the first instance, to the Sub-Coazlittee which

T aa about to su est Le set u? to take care of certain other articless

-which we hrve discussed and which recue certain other -ork on them

ty a Suh-Coi-iittee. I do not irinl it is incuiilrent on us now to agree

upon the draftir-. Therefore, I hope that, unless some meLler of the

Co-.:"ttee is extreiel, anxious to add to the bLody sf wisdom on this

su'-ject, a. the zorent we conclude our discussion, and trasact one

or two other items of ' usiness, and then ko hcze.

,. LUREIN (New Zealand): ,T azcloise for spe-akinL, but there are

impcrtant points of principle in this. Takir: the ;-ords "particular

and substantial concern to a mezifer", what is the position if the

Executive Loard are disciassin;. scmethrinL of eneral application? Does

it iRean that ycu have to convene a conference? Does it iaean that the

Executive Loard cannot have a confidential discussion, -s a _oard, on

ary suLject concerninz a meiter? Then we have the point of

administration. If the Board has to hold ur consideration of natters

until Ye;abers concerned have been invited and have coiaunicated their

views, I think tbat a provision in the Charter as rigid as that would

hamper the proceedings of the Board.

I would say that.we could be sympathetic to the Leneral viewthat

members who are concerned. with the subject could have the riaht at some

point to be heard, but I do not think tihat to write it into the Charter

in this manner is the vy in which to achieve it5, nd if the Commi ttee

were satisfied that the principles involved riere acceptable, it would

seem that the best thing to do would be to make the provision in in

-Lrticle 55 that the Conference could :rescribe the procedures murder which
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members could have proper representation at meetings of the Executive

Board. But from the point of view of practical operation, I think

that to carry out all the things envisaged in the Article would impedg

and embarrass executive action.

MR. ALAMILLA (Cuba): I would like to express complete agreement with the

proposal of the Canadian Delegation. We think it should be left

to the Interim Committee for drafting or to the Committee we are

going to appoint here. Likewise, all the other points that may

arise can be left to the Sub-Committee. I would like also to point

out that an Article of this kind is in the Charter of the United

Nations, and I do not think it has .caused so much trouble as has been

envisaged here.

THE CHARIMAN: The various remarks that have been made on this proposal

will be in the record which will be available in the first instance to

the Sub-Committee I am about to appoint, and will be available,

secondly, to the Interim Drafting Committee which will work on this

subject between now and next spring.

Yesterday we discussed Articles 50, 51 and 61, and various

suggestions for amendment were made. I would now suggest that it

would be appropriate to appoint a Drafting Sub-Committee which

would consider the suggested amendments to those Articles, and also

would consider the suggestions that have just now been made with

reference to the proposal of the Canadian Delegation for the addition

of a new paragraph to Article 57. I would appoint as members of that

Sub-Committee Canada, India, Cuba, United Kingdom, and the United

States. if any other member wishes to be represented on the Sub-

Committee, of course that would be acceptable.

With reference to future meetings,I would suggest that the next

meeting of the full Committee not occur until Friday afternoon. I

suggest that we meet on Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, and that we take

up at that time, first, the report of the Sub-Committee which I have
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just now appointed, and, secondly, the report of the joint Rapporteurs

on voting and executive board membership, the matter which we had

agreed yesterday should be particularly concentrated upon by the

Rapporteurs, and lastly, any other business which any member of the

Committee may wish to bring up at that time.That would then leave

the situation about as follows. We would make every effort to have

the draft report of this Committee to the Plenary meeting circulated

Monday morning. Our joint Rapporteurs would have some time over

the weekend to complete their draft, and the final meeting of the

Committee to approve the report would be held on Tuesday morning.

The present programme calls for the final plenary meetings of the

Preparatory Commttee to begin on Tuesday afternoon with a view to

finishing on Wednesday, and it seeds to the Chair that a meeting

on Tuesday morning would be necessary to take care of the final

report of the Committee.

That is the programme that is now envisaged. Are there any

comments? If there are none, and there is no father business,

I will adjourn the meeting.
THE SECRETARY: May I take it that it would be convenient to members

of the Sub-Committee just appointed to meet tomorrow afternoon, say,

at 3 o'clock?

(The meeting rose at 6.16 p.m.)
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